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Empowering and Participatory
Adaptation of Factory Automation to
Fit for Workers

Abstract
Smart factories are characterised by increasing automation and increasing customisation. In these
dynamic environments flexible and adaptive work organization is crucial, both for productivity and
work satisfaction. The Factory2Fit project will support this development by developing adaptation
solutions with which people with different skills, capabilities and preferences can be engaged,
motivated and productive members of the work community in manufacturing industries.
This deliverable describes the Information Packs that have been developed for industry and
worker led communities, networks and associations. These resources can be used by partners to
engage industry and worker led communities, networks and associations and disseminate project
results. Each individual part of the information pack is briefly introduced and described in this
document. The online Factory2Fit Forum is also introduced, along with plans to maximise its use.
The purpose of this document is to provide Factory2Fit partners with an overview of the design,
functionality and rationale behind different elements of the pack and its place on the website.
Screenshots and images are included where applicable to illustrate the content. Together, the
Factory2Fit Forum and Information Packs support external communication with an important
audience – industry and workers – to encourage uptake of the project’s results.

Keywords: communications resources, design, promotional material, brand, information packs,
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Executive Summary
This deliverable describes progress towards the achievement of the Factory2Fit project objectives,
specifically Objective 7 (O7), as set out in the Description of Action (DoA):
‘Form a Factory2Fit Forum to ensure that project results extend beyond the life of the project.
Membership of the forum will allow future case study owners access to information, training, and
competitively priced licenses at various levels of support. The forum will also promote to the general
public the message of the new kinds of engaging and empowering manufacturing knowledge
working jobs to increase interest towards them.’
D6.3 explains the Factory2Fit Forum that will be used as a networking tool during the remainder of
the project, and after its conclusion. Details on the platform selected, features of the platform, and a
plan for its use have been included.
As the title suggests, this deliverable also comprises an information pack for industry and worker-led
communities, networks and associations. It includes relevant resources for communications partners
to use across their own dissemination activities and channels. The elements included in the pack form
a comprehensive set of resources developed to help partners and other stakeholders raise awareness
about and interest in the project. They facilitate effective communication while keeping with the
Factory2Fit project brand.
The main output of this deliverable is new and existing dissemination materials produced for the new
Downloads section of the Factory2Fit website. These resources can be used by partners and industry
and worker-led communities, networks and associations in dissemination, engagement and
awareness raising activities. Suggested content for the communications’ partners website is included
as well. Each individual part of the information pack is briefly introduced and described in this
document. The purpose of this supporting document is to provide Factory2Fit partners – including the
reviewers – with an overview of the design, functionality and rationale behind different elements of
the pack and its place on the website. Screenshots and images are included throughout the document
to illustrate the materials being described.
This deliverable includes descriptions of the logo, leaflet, poster, conference poster template,
PowerPoint presentation, brand guidelines, newsletters placed on the website, questions & answers,
press release, infographic, wall paper, sample posts for social media, pull-up stand, diagrams, and
partner map.
The information pack is not a static resource. It will continue to be developed further throughout the
project, with new materials being designed and added as results become available.
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1 Introduction
This deliverable is part of Task 6.2 – Networking with industry and worker led communities,
networks and associations. By utilising the existing communication pathways of established
organisations and networks, we can achieve the level of impact needed to ensure adoption of the
Factory2Fit results.
Project partners have contributed to the development of the Factory2Fit Forum and Information
Packs by participating in two targeted WP6 workshops. The first workshop, held in Cork, Ireland in
May 2017, focused on stakeholder mapping to identify potential communication partners across
Europe, and beyond. In February 2018 in Kauhava, Finland, partners took part in a second
networking workshop, where they designed group pitches to selected industry and worker
audiences. Partner input and comments were also sought for the suggested platform for the
Factory2Fit Forum, and partners could request any additional dissemination resources needed for
networking opportunities.
An information pack has been developed by the WP6 Leader since the beginning of the Factory2Fit
project, including a project brand, posters, leaflets, banner stand, videos, website and social
networking profiles, e-Newsletter, business cards, and graphics. This pack will continue to develop
over the remainder of the project, with additional elements created and existing materials updated
to reflect results as they become available. Suggested content will also be provided for the websites
and social media channels managed by the Communications Partners identified by the consortium.

1.1 Purpose of the Document
The purpose of this document is to briefly describe the purpose of the information pack and introduce
each of its components to the reader. Its aim is to provide an overview of where and how the
communications resources will be presented and how they can be used.
The document presents the stakeholder mapping activities that have taken place to-date, along with
the output of these activities.
It describes each element of the packs by providing some background on design, potential use and
intended audience. As all project partners are involved in the dissemination efforts, it is important
that all partners have the opportunity to contribute to the resources that are available and request
communications materials that may not already exist. The purpose of this document is also to ensure
that all partners are familiar with the content of the information pack.
This report also introduces the Factory2Fit Forum that will be used as a networking tool by the project
for external communications.
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1.2 Intended readership
The dissemination level of this deliverable is public and is therefore intended for any interested
stakeholder of the Factory2Fit project. The project partners have been involved in shaping the content
of this deliverable, and they also form part of its key readership. It will be of particular interest to
partners (both internal and external) involved in the Factory2Fit communication and dissemination
activities.
Parts of the information pack will be publicly available through the project website and these
resources can be accessed, downloaded, and used by anyone with online access.

1.3 Relationship with other Factory2Fit deliverables
D6.3 is closely related to previous Work Package 6 deliverables – D6.2 Project Website (submitted in
M3) D6.1 Communications Strategy and Plan (submitted in M6), and D6.4 Human-Centred Adaptive
Manufacturing – Societal and Industrial Impacts (submitted in M12).
Deliverable Name of deliverable

Link to D6.3

D1.2

Industrial Requirements (M6) The industrial requirements (technical and business)
gathered in the first six months of the project inform
the adaptation concepts that the Forum and
Information Packs aim to communicate. Deliverable
1.2 describes the concepts, as well as potential
industrial use cases for them.

D1.3

Adaptation Concepts (M12)

D5.2

Definition and Planning of D5.2 is due to be submitted in M24 (September
Factory2Fit’s Pilots (M24)
2018) and will detail the definition and planning of
Factory2Fit’s pilots. D6.3 will feed into this
deliverable, as the Forum and Information Packs will
be useful resources for communicating with
representatives (workers and management) in the
pilot companies.

D1.3 describes the Factory2Fit concepts in detail and
includes scenarios of future factories to illustrate
how the concepts would show in the factory floor
and how workers would think about them. These
illustrations are useful for creating the Forum and
Information Packs, as the target audiences are
industry and worker led communities, networks and
associations.
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D6.1

Project Website (M3)

The project website, as outlined in D6.1, is a central
tool for the Information Packs described in D6.3.
Many of the contents of the Information Pack are
available for download from the website
(www.factory2fit.eu) and it will link to the online
Forum.

D6.2

Communication Strategy and D6.2 set out the communication strategy and plan for
Plan (M6)
Factory2Fit, which laid the groundwork for
development of the Forum and Information Packs.
The audiences, key messages and channels defined
in D6.2 are instrumental in D6.3.

D6.4

Human-Centred
Adaptive D6.4 presents an assessment of the foreseen impacts
Manufacturing – Societal and (industrial and societal) of Factory2Fit based on the
Industrial Impacts (M12)
development stage of the project at M12. It involved
interviews with members of the External Advisory
Board (EAB) and industrial partners. The results
include important issues to guide the exploitation
and dissemination activities of the project, which are
taken into account in the development of the Forum
and Information Packs. The impact assessment will
be repeated at the end of the second and third years
of the project, and the contents of D6.3 will be useful
for presenting the project to interviewees.

D6.5

Strategy and plan for the D6.3 will influence the future deliverable D6.5 (due
dissemination
and in M36 of the project), which will focus on the
exploitation of the project's strategy and plan for dissemination and exploitation
results (M36)
of the project’s results. The Forum and Information
Packs are targeted at industry and workers – key
audiences for project. These audiences will be an
important part of the strategy and plan presented in
D6.5.

Table 1: Other Factory2Fit deliverables related to D6.3
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D6.3 is also linked to the milestones listed in Table 2.
Milestone

Milestone title

Link to D6.3

MS8

MS6.1 Draft exploitation and M6.1 is an important milestone as it marks the first
dissemination plan (24)
full draft of exploitation and dissemination strategy
beyond the project. The channels of Information
Packs and Forum described in D6.3 will be factored
into the development of this strategy and plan.

Table 2: Factory2Fit milestones linked to D6.3

1.4 Acronyms and abbreviations

Abbreviation

Description

D

Deliverable

DoA

Description of Action

EAB

External Advisory Board

EC

European Commission

EFFRA

European Factories of the Future Research Association

EU

European Union

M

Milestone / Month

PPT

PowerPoint

WP

Work Package

Table 3: List of Abbreviations
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2 Stakeholder Mapping
Task 6.2 involves ‘Networking with industry and worker led communities, networks and
associations’. As described in the DoA, utilising existing pathways of communication developed by
established organisations is the most effective way of achieving impact and ensuring the wide
adoption of results. In order to utilise these pathways, we first had to identify and map stakeholders
and potential communication partners across the EU and further afield. Then we could move on to
select target lead organisations on an international, national and regional basis. At a plenary meeting
in Cork, Ireland in May 2017, WP6 hosted a workshop to focus on stakeholder mapping. From this
exercise, we developed the master stakeholder list included in Appendix 1. The full list includes
websites and email addresses, but for confidentiality reasons we have removed them in this report.
This list includes eight categories of stakeholders, reflecting the communications strategy developed
in D6.2 (M6):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Factory workers
Trade unions, worker representatives, labour associations
Employers, decision-makers, employers' associations
Existing industry networks and associations
Policy-makers, politicians, trade departments, EU, R&D staff
Standardisation bodies
Media and online influencers on social media
Other relevant research projects (national and European)

Stakeholder mapping was an important step in the development of a Factory2Fit Forum and
Information Packs for industry and worker led communities, networks and associations. The
information pack was developed for the relevant communication partners identified, and the Forum
was set up to support networking during and beyond the project. Suggested content will also be
provided for Communications Partners’ websites and social media channels.

2.1 Identifying Multipliers
Multipliers, also known as ‘amplifiers’, are individuals or organisations that can disseminate via
professional networks. These are influential in bringing about change in the manufacturing industry.
They may disseminate through networks and associations, interviews and articles, and social media
profiles. Examples include:
o
o
o
o

Professional networks and associations
Educators and trainers
Media
Standardisation bodies

The research leading to these results has received funding from Horizon 2020, the European
Union’s Framework Programme for Research and Innovation (H2020/2014-2020) under grant
agreement no 723277
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2.2 Communications Partners
In conducting the stakeholder mapping exercises, we identified potential communications partners,
for amplifying the Factory2Fit story. The full list has been included in Appendix 1. They can be
broadly grouped into eight categories:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Factory workers
Trade unions, worker representatives, labour associations
Employers, decision-makers, employers' associations
Existing industry networks and associations
Policy-makers, politicians, trade departments, EU, R&D staff
Standardisation bodies
Media and online influencers on social media
Other relevant research projects (national and European)

Factory2Fit has formed a dissemination cluster with the four other FoF-4 projects (A4BLUE, HUMAN,
INCLUSIVE, and MANUWORK). As a cluster the projects actively promote each other. To-date, the
projects have added links to each other’s websites on their own project websites, circulated each
other’s newsletters among their project partners, and promoted each other’s posts on social media.
This is a mutually beneficial way of amplifying the projects’ stories and messages. In M18,
Factory2Fit worked with the other four projects to create a joint press release, which was syndicated
to media and promoted through the projects’ websites and social media profiles.
An additional important category is internal communications partners, including the Factory2Fit
project partners and members of the External Advisory Board (EAB). Each of the partners has access
to large professional networks and communications platforms in their areas of expertise, and access
to key target audiences for the project. For example, Continental recently shared the Factory2Fit
animation video on their company social network tool ‘Connext’. This action gave the project a
potential audience of 220,000 employees across the company’s sites worldwide. By 21st March 2018,
the video received 34 views and 2 likes from employees, and these numbers continue to grow. In
order to make the video accessible to workers in the pilot site in Germany, CARR produced subtitles
in the German language.

The research leading to these results has received funding from Horizon 2020, the European
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3 Key Messages by Audience Group
In this section, we take a look at the key messages specifically aimed at industry and worker led
communities, networks and associations, as included in D6.2 Communication Strategy and Plan. At
the project’s fifth plenary meeting, held in Kauhava, Finland in February 2018, partners took part in a
WP6 Networking Workshop. They were asked to present the Factory2Fit project to a specific
industry or worker led community, network and association, and communicate tailored messages
that are of relevance, interest, or benefit to them. The partners participated in three groups and
chose audiences ranging from fellow members of an industrial association, to a workers’ council in a
factory, and a group of factory workers. This was a very worthwhile exercise for highlighting the
benefits of Factory2Fit to specific industry and worker-led audience groups. In the lists below, we
have included a selection of the additional messages suggested by partners during the workshop (in
italics).
To the factory workers:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

You can play an active part in designing your own work
Factory2Fit will take your personal preferences, skills & competence into account
Result will be flexible working systems, adapted to your needs
Work will be more enjoyable & satisfying
Factory2Fit will support continuous learning & skills development
Factory2Fit will connect workers in factories by using new technologies, such as smart device.
This will give you more transparency, provide the information you need in the process as fast
as possible wherever you are, and bring more work satisfaction
New technology that is approaching will help you in your work
Factory2Fit will provide you with various solutions to educate and train yourself whenever
you think it’s needed and whenever you have the time for it
Factory2Fit is also interested in your feedback. How you are today? Was it a good day? Was
there anything today that dissatisfied you? We want your feedback to improve work
satisfaction

To the employers, decision makers in industry, employer associations:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Factory2Fit will improve communication, performance & efficiency from factory floor to
management
Integration of people and machines will be seamless
Commission time will be reduced from concept to completion
Both work satisfaction and productivity will increase
Factory2Fit brings opportunities to implement better and more ethical solutions for your
customers and their industries
As a result of Factory2Fit, factories have introduced solutions regarding user wellbeing and
user happiness in the workplace. This enabled them to stand out among competitors

The research leading to these results has received funding from Horizon 2020, the European
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•
•

Focussing on worker satisfaction, not only higher performance, can bring very positive results
Factory2Fit results in better decision making – not only for the business, but for the people
behind that business

To the existing industry networks & associations (e.g. EFFRA, DIMECC, VDMA):
•
•

Once the F2F solutions are developed within our 3 pilots, they may be adapted and adopted
by wider industry
F2F aligns the worker with the direction of future industry

To the trade unions, worker representatives, labour associations:
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•

Workers are experts in their own work, so they should have a role in designing their work
F2F positions the worker at the centre of future industry development
The adaptive solutions we’re designing will make factory work more enjoyable & efficient,
with less stress
Factory2Fit is using new technologies to create solutions that will adapt factories and factory
work to the workers
As digital natives, young workers in particular expect new technologies. This is also a tool to
attract new workers. The technologies used in Factory2Fit provide opportunities for
colleagues to share knowledge, which improves the working environment
For example, smart watches and other wearable devices will give feedback to workers, give
more transparency around what they are expected to do, and reduce stress around unknown
conditions or machines that may be difficult to maintain
Additionally, Factory2Fit is creating solutions for task scheduling, which will reduce stress.
And we will provide training solutions that can help to improve qualifications within the
factory
Factory2Fit is part of the new fourth industrial revolution. This can help to strengthen the site
and the factory’s future. It can also help to keep production in the country and to give
workers new solutions and new technologies that improve their work satisfaction

The research leading to these results has received funding from Horizon 2020, the European
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4 Factory2Fit Forum
A Factory2Fit Forum will be developed to support and facilitate networking and external
communications activities for the remainder of the project, and beyond. This specifically meets O7
as set out in the DoA:
‘Form a Factory2Fit Forum to ensure that project results extend beyond the life of the project.
Membership of the forum will allow future case study owners access to information, training, and
competitively priced licenses at various levels of support. The forum will also promote to the general
public the message of the new kinds of engaging and empowering manufacturing knowledge
working jobs to increase interest towards them.’

4.1 Platforms Considered for Factory2Fit Forum
WP6 Leader CARR researched three categories of options. In this table we list the options in order of
preference, along with pros and cons for each category. Screenshots of the platform options listed
are included in Appendix 2.
Table 4: Platforms Considered for Factory2Fit Forum

Platform Considered
(in order of preference)
1. Social Media platform,
such as LinkedIn
https://www.linkedin.com

Pros
-

-

-

2. 3rd-party discussion
platform plugin
integration, such as
‘Disqus’ or ‘Reddit’

-

Cons

Global membership base –
it’s the world’s largest
professional network, with
more than 546 million
users in over 200 countries
and territories
Strong advantage is that
the discussion takes place
on a platform that people
visit as part of their normal
routine
It’s possible to establish a
community of
professionals who share a
common interest in
manufacturing

-

Advantage here is that the
discussion appears on the
project web site, although
the engine powering it is a
3rd party service. Usually
these discussions would
appear in-context on a

-

-

-

Limited branding
opportunities
Forum is ‘owned’ by
LinkedIn
People may be members
of a number of groups on
LinkedIn, so there’s a need
to differentiate Factory2Fit
Forum from others
It can be challenging to
grow a LinkedIn group and
get members to join and
participate in the
discussions

Smaller membership base
Lack of familiarity of the
platform in certain areas
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https://disqus.com/ or
‘Reddit’
https://www.reddit.com/

3. A dedicated forum
component built into the
core web site, such as the
BBPress plugin for
WordPress
https://bbpress.org/

web site - a discussion
about a specific page or
article, for example rather than appearing as a
dedicated area within the
site
-

Advantage is that is fully
integrated with the web
site in terms of user
access/membership, but
the strong disadvantage is
that it is not part of the
user's daily routine and it
proves challenging to get
users to engage in any
consistent or meaningful
way

-

Broadly speaking, the
duration of peak project
activity usually does not
sustain for a sufficient
period of time to achieve a
critical mass of
engagement with
users/members
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4.2 Platform Selected for Factory2Fit Forum
The platform that WP6 and the project partners have chosen for the Factory2Fit Forum is a LinkedIn
group. To-date, Factory2Fit has set up both a profile (Figure 1) and a group (Figure 2) via LinkedIn.
The LinkedIn group function is a means for professionals in the same industry or with similar
interests to share content, keep informed and join discussions on relevant topics. It also provides an
opportunity for group members to make business contents, ask questions, and establish themselves
as industry experts. Groups are accessible from the LinkedIn website and mobile app. Once a person
becomes a group member, they can read the latest conversations on the Conversations page, or
start, or participate in discussions. They can also send a free message to other members if they
want. Groups are all about building relationships and encouraging conversation and two-way
discussion about subjects and ideas that members share an interest in.

Figure 1: Factory2Fit LinkedIn Profile

The research leading to these results has received funding from Horizon 2020, the European
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Figure 2: Factory2Fit Forum (LinkedIn Group)
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4.3 Encouraging Engagement on the Forum
Once a LinkedIn group has attracted the right members, it is vital to maintain and grow the group.
Actively engaging the members, encouraging them to get involved in discussions and return to the
group regularly, is necessary for growth.
People naturally like to share their experiences with others. A study (Tamir & Mitchell, 2012),
‘Disclosing information about the self is intrinsically rewarding’, suggests that ‘the human tendency
to convey information about personal experience may arise from the intrinsic value associated with
self-disclosure’. In this section, we detail some of the practices we are going to follow in the second
half of the project in order to grow and actively engage with members on the Factory2Fit forum.
Recommended techniques for growing membership
•

Group name
o Expand the group name from the current name (‘Factory2Fit_EU’) to include
keywords that people would use when searching for groups within LinkedIn
o By ensuring the group appears in search results, it will bring more organic growth to
the group

•

Invitations
o Create personalised invitations to the multipliers and thought leaders we want to
join the group, use tailored key messages
o Include the link to the Factory2Fit LinkedIn group (with a customised URL that’s
easy-to-remember), as well as outlining some of the reasons for joining
o Include a call to action (e.g. ‘join the group today’)

•

Engaging new members
o Set up an auto-send email to new members, asking them to introduce themselves to
the community

•

Regular emails
o One of the useful features of a LinkedIn group is the ability to email members
o Send regular emails (fortnightly / monthly) to members, offering new information
about the project, e.g. downloadable materials from the information pack, news
updates, or invitations to upcoming webinars
o Use the opportunity to ask members to grow the community and spread the word
to their contacts by adding a note at the end of the email

•

Create discussions
o The content used on a LinkedIn group needs to be useful to members and add value
to their work in some way
o Create a calendar of content and discussion topics, selecting those that members
can identify with in their professions

The research leading to these results has received funding from Horizon 2020, the European
Union’s Framework Programme for Research and Innovation (H2020/2014-2020) under grant
agreement no 723277
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o
o
o
o

Ask members to share their experiences and encourage them to actively participate
in the discussions
Recruit project partners to post discussion topics so there’s a variety of contributors
and all of the posts are not coming from the same person
Ask the External Advisory Board members to post discussion topics in their areas of
expertise
Ask members for their input on a topic or article shared

•

Stay relevant
o Focus all discussions on the needs, concerns and issues that the members are facing
in their work
o Post articles that are relevant to the group’s interests
o State the relevance to members when sharing articles with the group
o Make sure to include plenty of industry updates, not just focusing solely on
promoting Factory2Fit

•

Spread the word
o Ask industry influencers and partners’ contacts to tell their networks about the
group and encourage them to join
o E.g. the Factory2Fit External Advisory Group (EAB) is made up of industry experts
and influencers across different domains. Encourage the EAB members to promote
the group (and benefits of joining) among their networks

The research leading to these results has received funding from Horizon 2020, the European
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5 Resources and Downloads on the Factory2Fit Website
There are essentially two categories of audiences for Factory2Fit communications materials – project
members and external audiences (including industry and worker-led communities, the general public
and media professionals).
In dividing the overall audience into these two categories we then begin to identify items that are
potentially inappropriate to make available to the general public, but which are required by the project
members. Specifically, we refer to any templates that are editable – something that should not be
made available to external audiences, because of the difficulty in ensuring the materials follow
Factory2Fit project branding.
For that reason, we suggest a two-tier approach regarding the availability of materials and outline a
workflow caters to the two audience categories.

5.1 Publicly Available Materials
A new section will be added to the Factory2Fit website at the end of M18 and will appear as a toplevel menu item in the main navigation called ‘Deliverables & Downloads’ (Figure 3 - this tab was
previously ‘Deliverables’). This area will contain all of the branding output and materials designed for
public distribution.

Figure 3: Deliverables & Downloads Tab

When a visitor to the website clicks into this tab, the general communications materials will be
presented as a series of categories, such as Logo and Brand Guidelines, Information Materials and
Graphics, Videos, and External Links. The items being made available for download will appear as a
thumbnail with a short description and a clickable link to download the file itself. We recommend
uploading each as a zip archive to prevent browsers from opening the file without download.

The research leading to these results has received funding from Horizon 2020, the European
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All downloads available on the Factory2Fit website will have been exported into formats that are noneditable, such as PDF files instead of Word or PowerPoint source files.

5.2 Materials for the Project Team
All communications materials that are editable (e.g. source files such as PowerPoint and Word
templates, academic poster templates, etc.), including graphics that have been produced with the
option to change the text into different languages, will not be available in the new section of the
Factory2Fit website. Instead, they will continue to be contained within the SharePoint portal being
used by project partners as a document repository.
It will be possible for the project partners to generate additional materials using the editable
templates that can be exported in PDF and made available on the project website. An example of this
would be academic poster templates that have been adapted and uploaded to the ‘Publications’ tab
of the website. Another example would be the project leaflet being translated into different languages
by partners and then uploaded to the ‘Downloads’ section of the website.

5.3 Workflow
Taking the example of the academic poster – the source PowerPoint file of the poster is available to
the project partners in SharePoint. If a team member wants to prepare a poster submission to a
conference, they would download the supplied template and use it as the basis for generating the
submission. Once the poster has been published, the exported file would be sent to CARR who then
upload it to the project website to make it available to the wider public audience.
The password-protected SharePoint portal has been used by partners since the beginning of
Factory2Fit and has been populated with the relevant template files required by the consortium. The
repository is separate to the public website.
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6 Factory2Fit Information Pack
In this section, we present the contents of the information pack, briefly describing each resource and
its potential use. The publicly available resources included in the information pack were published
on the Factory2Fit website (http://factory2fit.eu/deliverables_and_downloads/) in M18.
At the project meeting in Cork in M8, WP6 leaders distributed packs of professionally printed
marketing materials, including laminated posters, leaflets and business cards to each of the
Factory2Fit partners. The source files were uploaded to SharePoint so partners could arrange
printing themselves if additional copies are required.

The research leading to these results has received funding from Horizon 2020, the European
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6.1 Factory2Fit Logo and Brand
A strong project brand is necessary for Factory2Fit to become synonymous with a new era of human
centred manufacturing and the factories of the future. It will ensure project messages are
communicated using one voice.
A project logo and brand were developed by CARR for the Factory2Fit project in Month 1 of the
project, in advance of the kick-off meeting. Once the logo option was chosen, CARR uploaded a variety
of logo formats in different resolutions to SharePoint (VTT’s online workspace tool) for partners’ use,
e.g. jpg, png, and vector files.
The initial creative concept behind the Factory 2 Fit logo (Figure 4) was the metaphor of jigsaw
pieces fitting together in a perfect manner so as to convey that the union of two seemingly
disjointed elements (workers and machines) can interlock perfectly to form something new and,
seemingly, inevitable. This visually resulted in the ‘normal’ uppercase “F” interlocking with an
upturned uppercase “F”.
An additional layer of complexity represented in the graphic shape of the logo is that the name
resonates with a potentiality rather than an existing occurrence - it ‘will’ fit, it has the potential to fit,
but it’s not there yet.
This concept of potentiality resulted in the two opposing ‘F’s being positioned slightly apart on the
verge of interlocking. In the graphic shape of the separated letters, we developed the use of the
empty "white space" between the two, through slight modifications to the shapes of the letters, to
form a visual number “2” as represented in the project name. The result unifies ‘F2F’ as being one
organic shape conveying the potentiality and inevitability of what will become a perfect union.
This logo and colour scheme is used in all materials produced for external and internal
communications to ensure consistent branding.

Figure 4: Factory2Fit Logo
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Once the logo and brand had been designed, CARR’s designers set about creating a series of
document templates, such as a PowerPoint presentation, meeting minutes, and deliverable reports.
As well as the template documents, the Factory2Fit colours, featured background image (of workers
in a factory setting) and branding have been continued across the website and Twitter profile. These
brand guidelines are also followed in the project posters, brochure, and marketing materials (e.g.
business cards (Figure 6), which have also been personalised for partners, and pull-up banner
stands). Brand guidelines were created for partners to provide the recommended fonts and palette
options when creating communications materials for Factory2Fit (see Figure 5).
The branding has also been, and will continue to be, applied to the Factory2Fit solutions. This
ensures a consistent look and feel across all of the project’s outputs.

Figure 5: Factory2Fit Brand Guidelines

Figure 6: Factory2Fit Business Card for Networking Opportunities
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6.2 Factory2Fit Animation Video
Towards the end of the first year of Factory2Fit, the project coordinator and WP6 decided to
produce an animation video to communicate the Factory2Fit concept in a short, easy-to-understand
way. We edited two versions of the animation video – a short introductory video at 2 minutes 38
seconds and a longer version at 4 minutes 55 seconds that contains more detailed information for
those who wish to find out more. The full video is on the homepage of the Factory2Fit website and
both versions are available to watch on the Factory2Fit YouTube channel. Figures 9 and 10 illustrate
the style used in the animation video.
In January 2018, the short animation was published on the EU-funded R&I projects playlist on
YouTube (https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLvpwIjZTs-LjHDvRTqlyjfLeflXDak5er). As of 12th
March 2018, it has been watched over 230 times and received 23 ‘likes’ from viewers. The playlist of
videos from EU-funded research and innovation projects aims to showcase the impact of projects
funded under the H2020 and previous framework programmes. We have promoted the playlist, and
the Factory2Fit video via Twitter (Figure 7), as well as featuring it in the Factory2Fit e-Newsletter
(Figure 8).

Figure 7: Promotion of EU-funded R&I Projects on Factory2Fit Twitter

Figure 8: Introducing the Animation Video in Factory2Fit e-Newsletter
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Figure 9: Screenshots from Factory2Fit Animated Video (1/2)
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Figure 10: Screenshots from Factory2Fit Animated Video (2/2)
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6.3 Factory2Fit Leaflet
In M6 of the project, CARR designed and produced an A5 size brochure for partners to market the
Factory2Fit project (Figure 11). It introduced the project and its concept, partners, pilot areas, etc.
and gave a good overview of the objectives of the project. It was distributed to stakeholders at events
in the first year. CARR distributed printed copies to partners in M8 and uploaded source files to
SharePoint for both office printing and professional printing. At the end of M18 it was made available
on the Downloads section of the public website in PDF format.

Figure 11: Factory2Fit A5 Leaflet (outside and inside spread)
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6.4 Factory2Fit Posters
By M6, CARR also designed and produced an A1 size poster for partners to market the Factory2Fit
project at mainstream events (Figure 12). Similar to the brochure, this poster introduces the project
and provides all of the overview information (partners, concepts, links to website and social profiles,
benefits). It was created for marketing purposes and printed versions were distributed to partners in
M8. A PDF version was uploaded to the project website in M18 and printable files (office printing
and professional printing) are available to partners on SharePoint.
Due to the number of academic posters that will be produced during the Factory2Fit project, CARR
produced a template (in PPT format) that partners can use as a starting point. This saves partners
time when it comes to preparing a poster submission, as well as ensuring that all academic posters
produced during the project follow the correct Factory2Fit branding. There are two formats available
– portrait orientation (Figure 13) and landscape orientation (Figure 14) – depending on the
submission requirements of the particular event.

The research leading to these results has received funding from Horizon 2020, the European
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Figure 12: Factory2Fit A1 Poster - General
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Figure 13: Academic Poster Template A1 (portrait orientation)
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Figure 14: Academic Poster Template A0 (landscape orientation)
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6.5 Factory2Fit Fact Sheet
The official fact sheet, or booklet for the Factory2Fit project (Figure 15) is available to download
from Cordis and we have also added it to the Deliverables & Downloads section of the Factory2Fit
website. This contains all of the technical details of the project, including the topic, funding scheme
legal names of beneficiaries and funding details by partner.

Figure 15: Project Factsheet (summary page)
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6.6 Factory2Fit in Five Points
WP6 has created a brief Q&A document (Figure 16) for the downloads section of the website to
address some of the main anticipated questions about the project and provide an overview of the
project in five points.

Figure 16: Factory2Fit Q&A
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6.7 Infographic
As part of the information pack, WP6 created an infographic (Figure 17) that describes Factory2Fit
‘at a glance’, without the detail of the graphics contained in the leaflet and poster. The infographic
will also be available to download in PDF format from the project website. This will be a useful tool
for initial communications with industry and worker-led communities. Compared with the original
materials designed such as the Factory2Fit brochure and poster, there has been a subtle progression
of the design style to integrate softer, more human elements, while still following the project brand.

Figure 17: Factory2Fit Infographic
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6.8 Factory2Fit PowerPoint Presentations
A presentation template was designed early on in the project for use in all internal and external
communications for the Factory2Fit project (Figure 18). This ensures consistency of brand whenever
Factory2Fit is represented in public forums. Partners also use this template for all project meetings
and internal work package presentations and status updates.

Figure 18: Factory2Fit PowerPoint Template
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In January 2018, VTT created a general PowerPoint presentation using the template for partners to
use when presenting the project to external audiences. This general presentation (Figure 19)
facilitates consistency in dissemination and helps to avoid duplication of effort by partners. Partners
can download the presentation from SharePoint and tailor it to specific target audiences and events.
All text fields are editable, which means partners can translate the text into their own languages
when required. The presentation covers basic information about Factory2Fit, the consortium,
objective and expected impacts, WP structure, approach, detailed information on the concepts and
solutions, wellbeing framework, impacts assessment, and next steps.

Figure 19: Factory2Fit Project Presentation
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6.9 Factory2Fit Pull-Up Stand
The Factory2Fit pull-up stand (also known as a pop up, roll up or banner stand) is an important
resource when aiming for visibility at events. It is a popular promotional item as it is cost-effective,
eye catching, easy to use and easy to store between events. It can also be used to create impact and
raise brand awareness when placed in the background when taking photos and shooting videos.
The Factory2Fit pull-up was designed in line with the brand guidelines in the first months of the project
(Figure 21). This design is intended for marketing purposes at events non-academic events. However,
when Factory2Fit is present at academic conferences and events where other research projects are
also present, there is a need to include more in-depth information about the project and the research
taking place. To meet this need, WP6 has designed a second, more detailed pull-up stand (Figure 20).
Both designs are available on SharePoint in print-ready format and can be used at any event where
Factory2Fit is represented.
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Figure 21: Factory2Fit Pull-Up Stand (Initial Design)

Figure 20: Factory2Fit Pull-Up Stand (Re-Design)
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6.10 Factory2Fit e-Newsletter
The first edition of the Factory2Fit e-newsletter (Figure 22) was issued using the Mailchimp platform
in M15, on 14th December 2018. The newsletter was disseminated to people who had registered to
receive the newsletter via the subscription sign-up function on the Factory2Fit website, as well as
project partners, and the four other projects funded under the FoF-4 programme (A4 BLUE,
INCLUSIVE, HUMAN, and MANUWORK). WP6 leaders encouraged Factory2Fit consortium members to
circulate the newsletter to all relevant contacts within their own networks and recommend
subscribing via the website. The next edition of the e-newsletter is planned for June 2018 and we plan
on continuing to issue at least two editions per year for the remainder of the project.
We intend to also make the newsletters available as a sub-section to the ‘News & Updates’ section of
the Factory2Fit website. Making the newsletters available through the website will allow an infinite
audience to access them (rather than circulating them only to people who have actively signed up and
subscribed to them). The link to the newsletters can easily be shared among networks, and the
readership is thus expected to increase thanks to their presence on the site.
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Figure 22: Screenshots from First Edition of Factory2Fit e-Newsletter
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6.11 Press Releases
As Factory2Fit and the four other FoF-4 projects entered the second year of their three-year
duration in autumn 2017, we teamed up to form a dissemination cluster. Based on the common
goals the projects are working towards, the cluster is a forum for sharing knowledge, progress, and
results as they emerge. By combining their efforts, A4BLUE, Factory2Fit, HUMAN, INCLUSIVE, and
MANUWORK hope to achieve greater impact and wider adoption of these new developments in
advanced manufacturing systems.
One of the first activities the cluster undertook was preparing a joint press release, which was issued
to relevant European media and networks on 21st March 2018 – see http://factory2fit.eu/newsupdates/joint-press-release-with-fof-4-projects/ (Figures 23-25). The press release was also
promoted through the individual projects’ websites and social media profiles, such as Factory2Fit’s
Twitter and LinkedIn.
In the first five days after its release, the press release was viewed 53 times on the Factory2Fit
website, 266 times on the Factory2Fit LinkedIn, and received 877 engagements on Twitter. WP6 will
also encourage and monitor any media coverage from the release.
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Figure 23: Joint FoF-4 Press Release (p.1/3)
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Figure 24: Joint FoF-4 Press Release (p.2/3)
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Figure 25: Joint FoF-4 Press Release (p.3/3)
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6.12 Sample Social Media Posts
A set of sample social media posts has been created for project partners, industry and worker-led
communities to adopt and adapt according to their communication preferences. We will encourage
everyone to promote the project through tweets, LinkedIn posts, and website links. Social media
posts can be translated and tailored freely to match the context in which they are used. The purpose
of the developed sample posts and suggested images is to serve as support and inspiration. The aim
is to get more partners and communities actively involved in networking and communicating about
the project online. Some sample posts are shown in the tables below. These will continue to be
expanded as the project develops and shareable results become available.
Table 5: Sample Social Media Post #1

Sample post # 1
Text
Find @Factory2Fit_EU on social media!
Website: https://factory2fit.eu/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/Factory2Fit_EU
YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCIsYktdt5p8RJUwCMA_ESFg
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/groups/13575337
Image
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Table 6: Sample Social Media Post #2

Sample post # 2
Text
Get the newsletter straight to your inbox by subscribing here: http://factory2fit.eu/. It
gives you regular updates on project progress, highlights, results and relevant events.
The newsletter is published at least twice a year.
Image

Table 7: Sample Social Media Post #3

Sample post # 3
Text
Meet the @Factory2Fit_EU project partners – catch up on our ‘Spotlight’ series of
interviews featuring the people behind the project:
http://factory2fit.eu/category/news-updates/
Image
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6.13 Sample Graphics
A series of graphic have been developed as supporting materials for partners to use when
communicating the Factory2Fit project to external audiences (e.g. in conference presentations).
These are available to download on SharePoint. In this section we include a selection of these
graphics. Many of these graphics are editable by partners, allowing translation into different
languages if required. WP6 has also designed project materials such as the Factory2Fit Worker
Feedback Dashboard.

Figure 26: Sample Graphics Created for Factory2Fit
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6.14 Factory2Fit Screen Wallpaper
A wall paper or background is a digital image used as a decorative background on a computer screen.
A dedicated Factory2Fit wall paper (Figure 27) was created to promote and raise awareness of the
project. Following the ‘Factory2Fit’ branding and tagline, the wallpaper is free, quick and easy for
website visitors to download and install on their computer as a background image or screensaver.

Figure 27: Factory2Fit Screen Wallpaper
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7 Conclusions
This deliverable has outlined the content, function and visual look of the information pack produced
for industry and worker-led communities, networks and associations. It has provided an overview of
the implementation, including the division into publicly available materials and materials intended for
the project team. It has described the different elements of the pack and provided illustrations of
each.
The selection of resources outlined in this deliverable were published on the Factory2Fit website
(http://factory2fit.eu/deliverables_and_downloads/) in M18. Any of the editable materials, such as
PowerPoint files and editable graphics, are provided to project partners within the Factory2Fit internal
document repository (SharePoint).
As mentioned in the introduction to this deliverable, the set of resources presented in this deliverable
is an initial information pack. It will be expanded and modified as the project progresses and results
become available.
This deliverable has also described the approach that will be used for the Factory2Fit Forum, and the
plan for its development and implementation. The Forum will ensure that the Factory2Fit project
results extend beyond the life of the project.
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A 1: Master Stakeholder List
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A 2: Screenshots of Platforms Considered for Factory2Fit Forum

Figure 28: bbPress
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Figure 29: DISQUS
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Figure 30: LinkedIn Group
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Figure 31: Reddit
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A 3: Communications Grid – Messages by Audience (M6)
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A 4: Factory2Fit Videos

Figure 32: Sample videos available on Factory2Fit YouTube Channel
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Figure 33: Factory2Fit Animation Video on Continental's Social Network ‘Connext’
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